
PAWS:  6th grade Incentive Program 

At the end of each nine weeks you will be rewarded if you make goal in the 
PAWS incentive program. Your goal is to earn a set number of “paws” (stickers) 
by the end of each nine weeks. Here are some ways you can earn paws...  

1.  Color days – Every Thursday is a designated color day. Wear a shirt or pair of 
pants that color and get a paw. (Sorry, shoes, socks and accessories do not 
count.)  

2.  Spirit Days – Every Friday wear Louisville Leopard attire and get a paw. 
( Sorry, shoes, socks and accessories do not count.)  

3.  Tuesday dress up day – Kick it up a notch! Boys can wear dress pants and a 
button down or collared shirt. Girls can wear dress slacks, skirt, or a dress. 
( Wearing jeans, athletic wear, sweats, and yoga pants will not count towards 
dress up day).  

Other Ways to Earn Paws Include but not limited to:  

4.  Getting good grades on tests/quizzes  

5.  Improving on tests/quizzes  

6.  Being a kind, respectful person  

7.  Random acts of kindness  

8.  Displaying nice manners  

9.  Doing the right thing  

Meeting your goal each nine weeks entitles you to be recognized at the awards 
assembly and the following rewards:  

1st nine weeks – A snack and an achievement ribbon  
2nd nine weeks – A snack and Caribbean clip  
3rd nine weeks – A snack and a LMS pen  
*4th nine weeks – A snack and an engraved plaque with your name on it.  
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*YOU MUST MEET ALL FOUR NINE WEEKS TO GET THE PLAQUE.  

In addition the top three girls and the top three boys with the most PAWS in 
each nine weeks will be recognized with a LMS T-shirt during the Awards 
Assembly.  
This is just a fun way to get involved in the 6th grade and have some fun. All 
participation is optional. 


